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Corte (Cut)/1, /2 and /3, 2019

cutted photography | 135 x 95,8 cm



Corte (Cut) /4, 2019

cutted photography | 135 x 95,8 cm



Untitled, 2018 

photography and acrylic paint I variable dimensions, 80 x 84 cm

exhibition view from What Knot Not at Bag Factory Artist’s Studios, 2018



Untitled, 2018 

photography and acrylic paint I variable dimensions, 52 x 55,9 cm 



Maciço (Bulky) /1 ,/2 and /3, 2018

photography and acrylic paint | 70 x 50 cm (each)



Breu (Pitch), 2018

photography and acrylic paint | 110 x 82,5 cm



Fotonovela da opressão (Photonovelle of oppression), 2018

photography, oil paint and frame | 30 x 40 cm (each)



In this series Celina investigates the pictorial process over photography. The image of the body interacts with the materiality of the 

paint in and out of the frame. A layer of black paint seems to invade the images, interfering at its representation by extending out of 

the frames towards the walls of the room. Exhibit view from Subtrações, Galeria Zipper, 2019.



Sim X Não (Yes x No), 2018

digital video (color, mute) | 13’30’’



Sim X Não (Yes x No), 2018

digital video (color, mute) | 13’30’’



Público (Public), 2017 

video installation

available at https://youtu.be/Bktc821zMSY



Público is an interactive video-installation in which the visitor is applauded by a virtual audience. By entering the room, the visitor 

comes across it self with several screens distributed in space showing the torso of different people in real scale. The presence turn on 

the videos in the screens and the people starts clapping. The places of artist and audience are inverted by simulation, provoking a 

experience of displacement that conducts to a critical reflection about perception, worth and self-value.



Braço dobrado (Folded arm), 2017 | Dobras series

photography and frame | 30 x 50 x 30 cm



Devoção e/ou Penitência (Devotion and/or Penitence), 2017 | Dobras series

photography and frame  | 33 x 43,5 x 55,5 cm



Amém, 2017 | Dobras series

photography and frame |  34,5 x 31 x 18,5 cm 



Macho, branco, hétero (Male, white, hetero), 2017 | Dobras series

photography and frame | 22 x 24 x 10,5 cm (each)

The Dobras series is composed by body parts 

photographies printed in real scale, folded and 

framed. The printed body otherwise restricted to 

the two-dimensionality of the paper, gains volume, 

movement and a new meaning. Fixed to corners, 

at the floor or at the celling, the artworks occupy 

the exhibition space in the way demanded by the 

movement of each piece. 



Não is a photo-installation composed by photography and a moving mechanism. The image of a hand bends left to right continually, 

representing a gesture of denial. By conceiving motricity to the image, the artist let the work exist in the frontier of photograph and 

video.

Não (No), 2017 | photography, frame and mechanical gear | 30,6 x 22,2 x 14,5 cm



exhibition view from  Puxa, Galeria Inox, 2015



Auto-sustentável (Self-Sustainable), 2015 | Puxa series

photography, frame, rope, steel pulleys and handle | 70 x 78 x4 cm



Um peso e uma medida (One weight and one measure), 2015

Puxa series |photography, frame, rope and rock | 86 x 90 x 10 cm



O legado da herança (The Legacy of Inheritance), 2015 | Puxa series

photography, frame, line and lead | 22 x 38 x 4 cm



Untitled, 2015 | Puxa series

photography, frame, rope and bronze weight | 52 x 32 x 5 cm

The Puxa series is composed by photo-objects in which the 

digital image expands materially into space, assuming a 

strong installative character. They are pictures representing 

bodies in tension situations with ropes that prolong themselves 

out of the frame, connecting them to objects in space and 

creating systems of counterbalance and visual flow between 

image and matter. 



Quadro-cortado (Cutted Frame) /10 and /09, 2015 | Quadros-cortados series 

photography and frame | 59 x 37 cm and 40,5 x 30 cm



Quadro-cortado (Cutted Frame) /03, 2015 | Quadros-cortados series 

photography and frame | 38 x 69 cm

In Quadros Cortados the artist’s body appears 

contained inside frames. Her figure interacts with 

the irregular borders of the picture, as they were 

real limits. The frame becomes indissociable from 

the photo and its structure part of the artwork. 

In their turn, when disposed in space, the works 

create a dialog with the architecture, assuming an 

installational character.



Deságua de beber (Water for drinking), 2014 

digital video (color, mute) | 1’30’’

available at https://youtu.be/4g9J7ovCjtE



Deságua na cachoeira (Water for waterfall), 2014 

digital video (color, mute) | 1’30’’

available at https://youtu.be/MXPVjqO-iaI



Deságua na paisagem (Water for landscape), 2014 

digital video (color, mute) | 1’30’’

available at https://youtu.be/mp0WMVje_u0



Deságua de beber, Deságua na cachoeira, Deságua na paisagem

(Water for drinking, Water for waterfall, Water for landscape), 2014 

digital video (color, mute) | 1’30’’ each

available at https://youtu.be/EIxwSscJw4s

Desagua series is composed by three videos that picture incoherent or 

absurd actions, sometimes redundant and sometimes contradictory. 

Filmed in static shot, the images repeat themselves eternally, without 

a beginning or an end, questioning the mechanicity of daily male and 

female. Water, it absence, and the idea of flow are visible in all of the 

three works in different ways.



Vídeo-Boleba, 2012 

video installation | variable dimensions

available at https://youtu.be/FcBnn2o_bPk



Vídeo-Boleba installation shows two boys playing marbles. When they vanish from the screen border, the marble burst to real. The 

scene that begins in image is extended to the space next to the visitors, building a sense of continuity between virtual and material. 

The interaction between video and object products connections with allegedly parallel natures giving substance, volume, weight and 

matter to the virtual image.



Cena Familiar (Family Scene), 2012

installation/performance | variable dimensions/ 30’ 

available at https://youtu.be/XGgJ_RDsEIE



Cena Familiar is a hybrid work. Objects, people and a video projection compose the installation. In everyday like actions, members 

of a family continually fit in and out of the projection of their own images. The live interaction with the video creates a performance 

aspect to the work that proposes reflections about time and ephemerality. 



Vídeo-objeto 4 (Video Object 4), 2010

screen, trail and mechanical gear | 30,5 x 300 x 10 cm

available at https://youtu.be/8rvJfNA1F-A



Movimento² series is composed by 5 video-

objects in which the body moves in a way 

that seems to interact with the frame and 

determinates the movement of the screen 

in a trail. In the vídeo-objetos 1, 2 and 3 the 

screens are fixed and the relation created 

by the video to the space is more about the 

dimensions of the body contained in the 

videographic scene. In vídeo-objetos 4 and 

5 the screen it self moves horizontally and 

vertically in response to what happens in the 

image inside the screen in a way to connect 

virtual and real space.

Vídeo-objeto 5 (Video Object 5), 2010

screen, trail and mechanical gear | 180 x 36,45 x 10 cm



Derrube (Overthrow), 2009

video (color, sound) |12’

available at https://youtu.be/ErBR8PBKDIg



Video-instalation Derrube presents the artist’s body and it’s double, projected in real scale and interacting with one another. Celina 

punches her own image with a hammer, ending up to destroying the wall that was the support for the projection. The action generates 

a conflict between notions of reality and identity, questioning the material aspect of the virtual image. 



Nós (We), 2011

performance and projection | 13’

available at https://youtu.be/LXpQyNrQ8lk



Nós is an action between the artist and her multiples projected in real scale. Celina interacts with the bodies that are projected, 

generating a series of proposals that determinates different compositions and dynamics. Setting side to side material and virtual the 

artist propose different approaches about representation, questioning the idea of reality. 



365o, 2009/10

video installation | 275 x 480 cm / 6’

available at https://youtu.be/jdaydiCR5Hg



365°  is a video projection of a forefront projected over it self. Meanwhile the artist is interacting with space, contouring the columns 

and her own axle the video projection leaves the architectonic surface, spinning 360º and going back to fit the original source. The 

vertigo that is created by the overlap of layers with different dynamics stabilizes as soon that the image is back in place.



Auringa, ahorita y ahora (Right Now, Just Now and Now), 2009

video installation | 190 x 340 cm / 8’

available at https://youtu.be/7OtqeQhTkjE



Auringa, Ahorita y Ahora is a twelve layered video projection. Multiple images of the artist in different suits move slowly towards the 

same place until they overlap and suddenly fall. The title reveal three different forms to define the word “now” in Spanish, language 

spoken at Santa Cruz de la Sierra, where the work was made. 



Movimentos Detenidos (Detained Movements), 2008

video (color, sound) | 3’20’’

available at https://youtu.be/o-8EI1FJKGw



In Movimientos Detenidos the artist walks trough the city, leaving behind marks on her way. Prints with image of her body in real 

scale are pasted in some of the places where she passes by. In the video the intervention seems to appear at suddenly, as she were 

stamping the urban space aiming to resume the movement of passage thought fixing those images.



Choro is a projection of the artist face over 

an ice cube that is slowly melting. While 

she is crying on the image the water drops 

fall from the ice at times at the same time. 

Through time continuity of the image the 

image merges with materiality.

Choro (Cry), 2009

projection on ice| variable dimensions



Mentira (lie), 2009

digital photogrtaphy| 34,5 x 28 cm
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The work of Celina Portella permeates the universe of the plastic arts and dance. This artist establishes dialogs 
among architecture, cinema, performance and finally sculpture, characterizing her research in the fields 
of representation of the body and its relationship with space. Frequently using her own body as a subject for 
experiments, Celina blends almost craft-like practices in videos, photographs or photo-objects that challenge the 
characteristics of each support and the perceptions of the observer.

She has been nominated for prizes such as the Bolsa ICCO/SP-Arte 2016; Prêmio de Aquisição EFG Bank & Art-Nexus, 
at SP-Arte (2015) and the Prêmio Pipa (2013 and 2017). She was awarded prizes at the XX Bienal Internacional de 
Artes Visuales de Santa Cruz in Bolivia (2016), and the II Concurso de Videoarte da Fundaj in Recife (2008). 

She was awarded fellowships under the following Programs: Programa de Estímulo à Criação, Experimentação 
e Pesquisa Artística SEC + Faperj (2016); the I Programa de Fomento à Cultura Carioca em Artes Visuais (2013); 
the Bolsa de Apoio à Pesquisa e Criação Artística by the State Culture Bureau (2012), and the Núcleo de Arte e 
Tecnologia da EAV Parque Lage in Rio de Janeiro (2010).

She completed artistic residencies at the Bag Factory Artists’ Studios in Johannesburg, South Africa; the Center 
International d’Accueil et d’Échanges des Récollets in Paris; the LABMIS at the Museu da Imagem e do Som in 
São Paulo; and the Galeria Kiosko in Santa Cruz de La Sierra, Bolivia, among others.
 
She has implemented projects and displayed her works at many institutions and galleries in Brazil and abroad, 
including: SESC São Paulo, Centro Cultural Banco do Brasil, EAV Parque Lage, Centro Municipal de Arte Hélio 
Oiticica, MAC Santiago de Chile, Uj Art Gallery, Galeria Inox, Zipper Galeria, Galeria Kiosko, A Gentil Carioca. 
Noteworthy among the group shows in which she has participated: Frestas Trienal de Artes at SESC Sorocaba, 
São Paulo (2017); the III Mostra do Programa de Exposições Centro Cultural São Paulo (2012) and the Nova Arte 
Nova exhibition at the Centro Cultural Banco do Brasil in Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo (2009). As a dancer and 
co-creator, she has worked with choreographers Lia Rodrigues e João Saldanha. 

 Born in Rio de Janeiro, Celina currently lives in São Paulo. She studied design at the Pontifical Catholic University 
(PUC) in Rio de Janeiro and graduated in plastic arts from the Université Paris VIII.



MOVIMENTO2 

Celina Portella majored in Fine Arts at Université Paris VIII by the end of the 1990s. She has been awarded by several 
culture fostering programs such as, for example, the Creativity Support Scholarship from the State Secretariat of 
Culture of Rio de Janeiro, among others. She participated in artist residency programs, such as Récollets, in Paris, 
and LabMIS, in São Paulo. Portella was equally awarded by the Arts and Technology Center of EAV Parque Lage 
(RJ), participated in the III Exhibition of the Expositions Program of Centro Cultural São Paulo and in the exhibition 
“Nova Arte Nova” at Centro Cultural Banco do Brasil. In 2013, she was nominated for the PIPA Award.
With a dance background, the artist keeps a direct connection with the choreographic universe, from where her 
interest in the body and the issues of its representation arises.
Performance art is described as an artistic action performed live and of provisory nature, whose duration can 
only be extended and perpetuated through records of photographs, films and videos. Many of these records 
have been incorporated to the art circuit as works of art, although they hadn’t had, a priori, another function 
other than documentary. Celina Portella, on the contrary, proposes the absolute interaction between body 
expression and media, making photography and video structural parts of the work itself. Performance and media 
are conjugated in such a way that they belong to the same sign - inseparable. And this is one of the fundamental 
issues of the work and of the Movement2 exhibition.
During the course of her trajectory, the artist has been seeking the perfect synchrony between real and virtual 
actions, making the body dialogue intrinsically with various medias, which may transit from dance to video and 
to cinema, or even allude to a concrete genre, such as sculpture. This way, she intertwines languages which were 
previously dissociated, in a communion between the statements and their instruments.
The central focus of the work, therefore, converges towards the limit between virtual reality and corporal actions, 
in an attempt to scramble their frontiers and confuse the real with the universe of fiction. With the artifice of 
trompe-l’oeil and the radical integration of medias, Celina Portella locates the work in the ambiguous terrain 
between the material and the immaterial, between the world’s objectivity and illusion.
The work also possesses the power to redesign the performative action in imponderable situations, to misrule 
common sense perception and to provoke dizziness with the loss of the spatial references. Thus, Movement2, 
instead of resembling the easy tricks of digital manipulations, aims to produce unexpected flows in the sight of 
reality and to twist the traditional concepts of action, record, movement, and space.

Ligia Canongia



REUNIÃO / GATHERING

Multimedia artist Celina Portella holds a degree in Fine Arts, with a lengthy track-record in dance. This immediately 
offers hints on the foundations underpinning her unusual visual works, distinguished by the hybridism of their forms. 
Interested as much in the embodiment of images reproduced technically as in the presence of the body and its 
representation, her investigation entwines videos, photographs, performances and gestures on different supports 
such as projections, video-installations, photo-paintings, photo-objects and live actions, running through and 
extrapolating artistic disciplines.

“Gathering” features 27 items created between 2009 and 2018, with its title denoting a somewhat retrospective 
approach, although this display contains only a small cross-section of her output. Nevertheless, there is an inter-
disciplinarity apparent in this set of works that links together languages such as video-art, sculpture and even 
painting, in surprising formats that are original on the contemporary art scene.

Although the artist asserts that her main references are drawn from situations observed in the street and her 
experience with choreography, her research resembles that of conceptual and performance artists such as Bruce 
Nauman and Dan Graham, who experimented with fraying and overlapping time and images in video-art during 
the 1960s and 1970s. While Nauman was testing the possibilities of capturing images through repetitive gestures 
in order to comment on the perimeter of a square as large as a room, in Dance or Exercise on the Perimeter 
of a Square (Square Dance), 1967-1968, calling ordinary walking movements dance – which was something 
explored by several choreographers at that time, in the Time Delay Room, 1974 installation, Graham set up a 
chain television cameras and video displays in a closed circuit with delays in the real-time transmission of the 
images of spectators who were filmed and screened live, but with some delay. This work might be present as an 
idea in Derrube, where Celina Portella interacts with her own image, creating a time layer overlap and exploring 
a meta-image, meaning the image used to describe something from another image.

Although the relation between content (image and assorted materials) and continent (frames, displays, acrylic 
boxes) is harmonious, giving the work a somber but light aspect, the artist juxtaposes elements that may be perceived 
as antagonistic, causing surprise, curiosity and some humor: mismatched times; fragmented bodies closed into 
compartments; representations with real extensions through space; photo-narratives that comment on painting. + 



An issue that runs through all her work is precisely the relation between representation and the real; or fiction 
and real narratives – which prompts the artist to explore the field of the illusory and the stage set, notable in 
framed and folded photographs such as Flex and Amém, which suggest choreographies scattered throughout 
the exhibition hall. In turn, works such Dois pesos e duas medidas or Autossustentável recall the experience of 
the choreographic scene, through the visuality of physical dizziness as the body swings to and fro, with muscles 
straining and bodyweight transferred from one end to the other. Finally, in works such as Contraste and Fotonovela 
da opressão, a situation of physical presence versus abstract space is also noted, commenting on painting, in 
addition to the explicit narrativity. 

 Celina Portella creates itineraries for the body in the spaces and times that she invents, through a procedure 
relating to the field of dance, which is the medium through which she still moves. Today, her ideas materialize in art 
galleries and museums through hybrid research, with this exhibition offering a great opportunity to enter into her 
universe of sundry fictional narratives crafted from image, movement, objectuality, gesture and performance.

Daniela Labra 



DUBLÊS  / DOUBLE

The illusory mechanisms created by Celina Portella in her installations Derrube (Overthrow) and Vídeo-Boleba 
instigates questionings over perception paradigms in the exhibition Dublês. The artworks, made in different times, 
create dialogs between different areas such as performance, architecture, video, and sculpture to approach, in 
different ways each, the frontier between illusion and reality.

The investigation about physical support of the image arouses in her work due her experimentations with human 
scale projections that lead the artist to include the object in her works, creating interfaces with new spaces and 
articulating the material reality to virtual world.

In Derrube the projection reveals a superposition of images, shuffling dimensions, times and spaces and making 
the viewers perceptions confuse. In Vídeo-Boleba the scene that starts in the image extend itself for the real space, 
next to the viewers, as if the movement that started in the virtual plan flowed to the material. The interaction of 
video and objects produce connections between allegedly parallel natures, conceiving substance, volume, 
weight and matter to image.

The Dublês exhibition announces the duplicity of space, time, body, realities and dimensions, entering a state of 
doubt. The concrete world is counterpart of the illusory and vice versa. Meanwhile the video aims for a truthful 
representation of reality, it unfolding out of the screens aims to reproduce the image. The material and the 
virtual double themselves. Celina Portella’s devices manipulate, cheat and disarrange, confusing the viewers 
perception and proposing a questioning about the consensual idea of reality.

The work Derrube was made in 2009, trough the II Concurso de Videoarte prize from Fundação Joaquim Nabuco, 
in Recife, Brazil. The installation Vídeo-Boleba is the result of a project selected by Edital de Apoio à Pesquisa e 
Ciação Artística from Secretaria de Estado de Cultura do Rio de Janeiro in 2011 with guidance from curator Ligia 
Canongia.

Celina Portella



www.celinaportella.com.br
celinaportella@gmail.com | +55 21 988369310 

Rua Antionio Bicudo, 302 / apt.11 / São Paulo, Brasil


